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Forms version 3.3 with FVF-UG. FlukeViewÂ® Forms (FVF-UG) Upgrade: Enhance your Fluke
test tools by upgrading your Fluke Forms information management system to version 3.3,
which provides data import capabilities from over 300 types of data sources. In addition,
version 3.3 adds features that allow product testers to use data from their instruments to

create reports and graphs.
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I have a Fluke 280, so I am familiar with the software. The FVF is a very nice system for
quickly viewing FL data. But I don't see much point to use it for SC2. What I used to do in

Fluke was to use the "Re-Plot Data" button to generate a plot from a series of FL data sets.
These could be associated with a SC2 curve. I think my'scopes were flashing on and off as the
FL data arrived to the Fluke while I was "re-plotting" the data. Does this make sense? I don't

use a lot of FL software. Are there programs that are similar to FlukeView Forms for just
receiving or saving the FL data? Would this be a better use of my time than learning how to
use SC2 to store and retrieve FL data? I have a Fluke 280, so I am familiar with the software.
The FVF is a very nice system for quickly viewing FL data. But I don't see much point to use it

for SC2. What I used to do in Fluke was to use the "Re-Plot Data" button to generate a plot
from a series of FL data sets. These could be associated with a SC2 curve. I think my'scopes
were flashing on and off as the FL data arrived to the Fluke while I was "re-plotting" the data.
Does this make sense? I don't use a lot of FL software. Are there programs that are similar to

FlukeView Forms for just receiving or saving the FL data? Would this be a better use of my
time than learning how to use SC2 to store and retrieve FL data? It sounds like you already

have some familiarity with the FlukeView system and you would like to go through the effort
of learning to use the FlukeView Form tools for SC2. A few thoughts: FlukeView Form's SC2
view is a "dynamic" view that displays waveforms. A Plot View is similar but only displays

current waveforms. If you are familiar with the FlukeView Forms applications, then you should
have no trouble viewing the waveforms that are generated in a SC2 Plot View. For newbies,

watch the video tutorial at c6a93da74d
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